Hello to all the Super Tigger’s

I cannot believe that we are already in the December. I do have apologize this Tigger must have been having Tigger
moment because the month of November just got past me but I was so excited to get all of your reports about the
amazing things that were done in the month of October for Halloween and National Make A Difference Day. The ideas
that the units came up with made me roar with pride, I can’t wait to share with everyone at the DEC.
With the month of December coming fast I know that we will be getting out there to help the homeless veterans and the
military families but also remember that Community Service is about the community better known as Home Sweet
Home. There might be a group that you can partner with that might focus on homeless families, residents that are shut
INS and battered women shelters. Also check with your local assisted living and skilled nursing facilities to see if you can
be of some service to them.
I know none of us will believe it until we see it but January 2018 is just around the corner. So with that being said please
remember the New Year will be here and it will be a perfect time to get out there and make those connections of other
organizations that are working to make a difference in your community.
There have been so many communities that have been hit with hardships such as hurricanes, floods and I hate to say it
even shootings. Theses communities still need our help even if they are not making the head line news, just check with
local groups to see what is still needed to help them get back on their feet.
I have to also say that I have had the honor to be invited to be a presenter at the Department Leadership workshops this
year. So far I have three under my tigger coat with more to come, if you have never been to one it is very informative
and a lot of fun. It has given me a lot of new ideas and the chance to get a little one on one with lots of our members.
Please keep your Tigger ears open for when one will be near you.
I know that you keep hearing the roars of the DEC that will be in Santa Maria hosted by the Sweet Sixteen District. I
know that all the information is on line but please calls for rooms if you have not already done so, rooms are going fast.
It is going to be blast the sweet sixteen know how to though a party. Also, don’t miss the deadline for banquet
reservations.
I cannot wait to see all of you at the DEC, please keep sending me the reports and pictures and if you are not there you
won’t know what’s going to be going on the rest of our 2018 year.
Have a very blessed Holiday and amazing New Year just keep roaring and I will see you very soon.
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